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Biography
Clara Troyer focuses her practice on commercial
litigation and investigations. She helps clients navigate
their complex litigation and offers a comprehensive
approach, balancing practical solutions and creative
advocacy to resolve disputes. Clara's collaborative
approach allows her to seamlessly partner with her
clients to provide practical solutions.
Clara counsels a variety of clients on large commercial
and contract disputes as well as internal investigations
and compliance at all stages. She prioritizes taking the
time to anticipate and understand her clients' key
business considerations to provide legal advice catered
to their specific needs and goals. Clara provides value
to her teammates with her ability to organize and
manage large-scale discovery, communicate clearly and
frequently, and analyze relevant laws and regulations.
Clara also enjoys giving back to the community and has
a robust pro bono and court-appointed practice,
focusing on civil rights litigation. She enjoys being an
active member of the Denver legal community and
serves as a representative for the Legal Aid
Foundation's annual Associates Fundraiser and
Denver's Hogan Lovells Associates Committee.
In law school, Clara served as the Notes Editor on the
Georgetown Journal of Gender and the Law, where she
contributed to scholarly writing and research about the
intersection of the law and social justice.
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English
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Education and admissions
Education
J.D., Georgetown University Law
Center, 2019

Latest thinking and events
Press Releases
Hogan Lovells obtains federal court decision
preserving low-income housing for Maui tenants
Insights
SCOTUS test for NPDES permitting under the CWA:
County of Maui, Hawaii v. Hawaii Wildlife Fund et
al.
Hogan Lovells Publications
Podcast series: False Claims Act 2019 and the road
ahead Hogan Lovells
Hogan Lovells Publications
FCA Guide: 2019 and the road ahead Hogan
Lovells
Hogan Lovells Publications
FCA Alert: Decision Opens Door to Challenge of
Agency Guidance in False Claims Cases FCA Alert

B.A., The George Washington
University, cum laude, 2014

Bar admissions and
qualifications
Colorado

